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Bling 

I.  Introduction: 

A.  In Hollywood there is a very Exclusive School→  
Attended by children of some of the Rich & famous:  In one of 
the classes--  The children were asked to write a composition on the subject 
of Poverty...  One little girl started her paper this way:  “Once there was a 
poor little girl--   her Father was poor / her Mother was poor / Her Governess 
was poor / her Chauffer was poor / her Butler was poor...  In Fact, everyone 
in the house was very very poor” 

B.  After taking a deep breath:  James turns his attention to the 
Rich...  Of course, if you’ve been following this journey through James→  
You know that the issue of money & wealth have been Hovering in the 
background since Chapter 1--   The Point always being→ That Social 
Justice is an intense concern to God...  Now, I’ve had time to prepare for 
this text→  But you haven’t:  So, I guess I should tip you off before 
launching in here--  There are few Scriptures that are more Condemning / 
Disturbing / Shocking than James 5:1-6...  Which probably explains why I’ve 
never heard a sermon on these verses...  But given that I’m doing an 
expository of the letter of James: I don’t feel that I have the luxury of 
skipping over this...  Here James pulls no punches:  So please be prepared 
as he rails against the lifestyles of the Rich & Famous there in his own 
community...   
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II.  Well, let’s just read it -- James 5:1f: 

Now listen, you rich people, weep and wail because of the misery that is 
coming upon you. Your wealth has rotted, and moths have eaten your 
clothes. Your gold and silver are corroded. Their corrosion will testify 
against you and eat your flesh like fire. You have hoarded wealth in the 
last days. Look! The wages you failed to pay the workmen who mowed 
your fields are crying out against you. The cries of the harvesters have 
reached the ears of the Lord Almighty. You have lived on earth in 
luxury and self-indulgence. You have fattened yourselves in the day of 
slaughter. You have condemned and murdered innocent men, who were 
not opposing you. 

A.  Now most scholars believe that James is speaking here of the 
ruthless / Upper-class / Non-Christians of his day:  Who were 
oppressing the poor in order to amass wealth for themselves...  Now, just a 
brief Historical Note to set the stage:  In the Roman Empire, only about 
8% of the population had any Wealth / Only 2% were in the process of 
Gaining wealth / & the remaining 90% lived at or below the Poverty-Line…  
So, as you can see, the social & economic pyramid was incredibly steep--   
In other words, there was virtually no middle class / & Social climbing was 
virtually impossible (Rigid social structure)  / & Everyone was suppose to know 
their Place…  In Addition, it was understood: That the way to amass 
wealth was through Cash-crops→  Using Peasants and Slaves as their 
workforce...  & These Estates were typically owned by Wealthy Absentee-
Landlords→  Who were more than willing to Callously use people as a way 
to fulfill their addiction to money--   Even as some of their workers were 
literally starving to death...  (e.g.) Philostratus (who wrote back in the 2nd 
Century):  Relates this unnerving account of Selfishness & Indifference of the 
wealthy--  “Bread riots are no such easy matter, but Apollonius was able to 
cope with people of temper...  The people were living on siege rations-- 
Because the ruling class had put the entire supply of grain under lock & 
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key→  So that they could export it at an even greater profit”  (Are you getting the 

picture?)...   

B.  Now I share all this with you:  Not to Enable us to Distance 
ourselves from this text→  But to “Force” us to actually Relate to all this...  
& So,  before we allow ourselves to be Anesthetized by our climate-
controlled upholstered environment-→  Let me ask us this question--   Is the 
problem of living a Self-Indulgent lifestyle→  Only something that non-
Christians struggle with?...  My Point is this: While the rich are called 
to Weep→  We’re not invited to Gloat...  Quite Frankly, most 
people (whatever their financial condition)→  Resist the claim of being “Rich”...  
So, the question is asked:  If we claim not to be wealthy→  Then do we pay 
attention only to what God says about those who are Oppressed?...  & What 
if we perceive ourselves as not being among either the Wealthy or 
Oppressed?--   Does God allow us to know about His judgment→  Just so 
that we can cheer with those who have been mistreated?--  Certainly, there’s 
more to it than that...    You See, God is passionately against Injustice & 
Indifference: & So, He calls us who follow Jesus→ To be a force for Social 
Justice in our world...  Ronald Sider (Rich Christians in an Age of Hunger): 
Cited an occasion where this very passage from James 5→ Was read in the 
hearing of a group of Ministers...  & Not realizing that this reading actually 
came out of the Bible→  These ministers were then told that these words 
were attributed to Emma Goldman (who at the time was an anarchist-agitator)...  
The Response?:  Well, the ministers became indignant→  & said that this 
woman should be deported at once for saying this!...  & At That, Ronald 
Sider cuts to the point saying:  “Most Christians in the Northern 
Hemisphere simply do not believe Jesus’ teaching about the deadly danger of 
possessions.  We all know that Jesus warned that possessions are highly 
dangerous –  So dangerous in fact that it is extremely difficult for a rich 
person to be a Christian at all -- “It is easier for a camel to go through 
the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom of God”... 
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But we do not believe Jesus.  Christians in the United States live in the 
richest society in the history of the world→ Surrounded by a billion hungry 
neighbors.  Yet . . . we insist on more and more.  If Jesus was so un-American 
that he considered riches dangerous→ Then we must ignore or reinterpret his 
message”...   

C.  You See, what got James so distressed:  Was that people could 
live Affluent lifestyle→  While being Indifferent to the needs around them--   
AND When it should be clear to everybody that these are the Last Days...  
And if that’s true: We’re compelled to open our eyes to what all this wealth 
is doing to us...  You See, wealth Lies to us→  In that it Promises to be a 
worthy object of our Trust...  If you’ll remember last time:  (as we talked about 

God @ work)  We talked about how some people (b/c they experience financial 
prosperity)→  Become susceptible to the illusion that they can Control the 
future...  Well, Now (related to this reality) is the observation: That Wealth 
tempts people to believe→  That they can put off the future--  
(you know)  “It might be the Last Days for you→  But I have too much money 
for it to be the Last Days for me”...  You See, Jesus tells us that Mammon 
(money) promises Security:  But it also demands something vital from us...  
Money is not Neutral→  B/C behind money lurks a powerful dark force... & 
So, we’re warned not to get caught up in the thinking→ That we can 
negotiate trying to serve God & serve Money...  We can’t do it→  B/C they 
both want the same thing --  Our Allegiance... Dom Camara (Revolution 

Through Peace) says this--   “I used to think, when I was a child that Christ 
might have exaggerated→ When he warned about the dangers of wealth. 
Today I know better --  I know how hard it is to be rich and still keep the milk 
of human kindness. Money has a dangerous way of putting scales on one’s 
eyes / A dangerous way of freezing people’s hands, eyes, lips and hearts”...     

We use the word “Materialism” today:  Well Materialism isn’t the person 
who has affluence→  Rather Materialism is an Attitude that rich & poor 
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alike can possess...  It’s an Attitude that expects Gold to do what only God 
can do...  & So, James is not condemning people for being prosperous:  
But what he’s condemning--   Is the Insensitive/Indulgent lifestyle that 
inevitably results→ When we put our trust in wealth instead of God (For our 

sense of security for the future)...  Let me put it this way:  Some who trust in 
God may well become Rich--   But all who trust in riches will become 
Ungodly...   

III.  & So, James has a good bit to say:  & He Unloads on these 
people who had become addicted to the pursuit of money→  While blinding 
themselves to the needs of others...  & He calls for them to shed Tears:   
& James isn’t talking here about tears of Repentance--   Rather, he’s 
speaking-out about those who sat Comfortably & Callously turning a blind 
stare toward those in need→  Calling for them to shed tears that come from 
being overwhelmed by the evidence of their Misplaced-Trust...  James is 
speaking out of the Bluntness of Proverbs 11:4 (that says)→  Riches won’t 
help on the day of judgment...  The wealthy who live without love→  Are 
in for a Future Shock 

A.  1st  Shock --  Hoarded wealth will Testify against 
us:  It’s Inevitable that if we look to Riches to be our Shelter→  Naturally, 
we will attempt to amass greater wealth--   (i.e.) We reason, that more wealth 
will make us more Secure...  Now in James’ day they didn’t do that by 
buying Stocks→  Rather you amassed wealth in one of three ways -- With 
Clothes / Food / & Precious Metals...  & That’s why James Offers us this 
Catalogue of Futility→  Pointing to the serious problems of Hoarding...  You 
See, Stockpiling evidences extreme selfishness: (Think about it) What Clothes 
end up getting eaten by moths?--   Well, the items in our closets that we 
haven’t worn in months / What Food rots?--   Well, the items in the back of 
the pantry that we haven’t touched in weeks...  Now why would a person 
rather his goods Deteriorate→  Than belong to somebody else?...  Now, I’m 
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sure many of you are ahead of me→ As I refer to story Jesus told in Luke 
12:  Here’s a man that’s already rich (He’s already a wealthy Landowner with a 
successful cash-crop)...  So, what does he do when he is “blessed” by another 
bumper crop?--  (Does he think)  “You Know, it’s time for me use this to feed 
some people”?...  NO (rather he thinks) “I need to build bigger barns→  So I 
can stockpile more”...  But the punch-lineof the story is that as wealthy as 
he was→  He couldn’t put off the future...  & Ended up in essence being 
caught by God with his Hands Full...  & So, what Jesus & James are trying 
to get across to us:  Is that what seems Indestructible→  Is Doomed if it’s 
not put to good use...  & So, if we have so much that we can’t use it→  Then 
let somebody who needs it have it...  
  
& So (you see) that’s why James warns us here against Hoarding→  B/C 
Money Talks:  (James says) Their corrosion will testify against you...  Now, 
what James is saying here?--   (Well, the NLT makes it clearer when it says) This 
treasure you have accumulated will stand as evidence against you on the 
day of judgment...  (The same verse in the MSG read this way)  You thought you 
were piling up wealth. What you've piled up is judgment...  Imagine the 
shock when the Closet of the rich→ Takes the witness stand to testify against 
their owners...  Now Jesus teaches us that we can use our wealth to 
Commend us in the next life...  (e.g.) Jesus says in the Parable of the Shrewd 
Manager (in Luke 16) Use your worldly resources to benefit others and 
make friends. Then, when your earthly possessions are gone, they will 
welcome you to an eternal home--   (i.e.)  People will meet us at the Gates of 
Heaven→  To thank us for the way we used our money to help them...  But 
James says it works both ways:  The wealth that will Commend some in 
the next life→  Will Condemn others...   

B.  2nd Shock--  Justice Cannot be Bought:  We all know 
how that in a Fallen-world→  Wealth supplies more than just buying- power.  
With Affluence comes Influence→  & Often at the price of justice...   
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Well, in James’ day: The Rich were able to “legally” cheat the poor 
(particularly out of their wages)...  & That was b/c of the influence they had in the 
legal system of the day...  B/C Justice in that day is often like justice today--  
(i.e.) The Rich seem to get a little bit more justice than the rest...  You’ll 
remember that James has already talked about this back in Chapter 2→  
(when he said)  Is it not the rich who are exploiting you? Are they not the 
ones who are dragging you into court?...   (Now James says)   You have 
condemned and murdered innocent men...  Now, James isn’t saying that 
the Rich were actually running around→ Running poor people through 
with swords:  What they were doing was manipulating the system→ In 
order to endorse their greed...  First the wealthy were forcing the poor off 
their lands by Foreclosure...  & Then out of survival, those people who had 
lost their land→  Ended up having to work for the very people that took their 
land--  Where they lived on the verge of starvation→  B/C they weren’t 
getting paid for their work (& The poor could do nothing about it)...   Now, although 
the intent in America is for everyone to be on a level-playing field: We 
have to admit that (often) the Golden Rule in America→  Is that the person 
with the gold makes the rule...  As Ambrose said back in the 4th Century:  
“Riches are the instrument of all vices→ Because they render us capable of 
putting even our worst desires into execution”...  

BUT, there’s a Justice that can’t be Bought:  & While the cries of the Poor  
& Oppressed may not reach the ears of the Christian community like it 
should→  (James tells us) They do reach the ears of the God Himself...  & On 
the Last Day→  God will have the last word...  & When God renders a 
verdict→  There will be no appeals...  & So some (who all their lives used their 

wealth to get their own way) are going to find themselves in a court→ Where 
they can’t buy the answer they want...  In Fact, in V.5, James uses another 
one of those “Harsh” metaphor:  (he says to these rich people)  You have 
fattened yourselves in the day of slaughter...  Do you know where he is 
leading you?:  Well, I wasn’t raised on a farm→  But some of you were...   
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& You know how you would take a hog/cow--  & In Order to fatten them 
up→ You’d feed them grain / Or make sure it had the best pasture to feed 
off...  & Did that animal have any clue why you were doing all of this?--  
Why, it was absolutely oblivious that it was about to face it’s judgment...   
& James says, that’s how these rich people are living...   

IV.  Well, what are you & I to do with this disturbing text?:  I 
certainly don’t believe that Callousness & Self-Indulgence are what reflect 
our hearts here...  But neither can we ignore the truth that by the standards of 
the world→  All of us in this room are Rich / & Neither can we deny that 
Social Injustice is a reality in this fallen-world / Nor Deny that we all face 
those who are in Need--   & So, our only option (then)→  Is to either  respond 
with love & courage / Or to turn a blind-eye...  & So, few Americans can 
read this passage with understanding→ & Not at least be Singed by its truth...  
After all, we participate in a society whose tendency is to consume as much 
as possible→  Without regard for the conditions elsewhere in the world...  
But I still find myself asking: Why would God paint such a Disturbing 
picture?...  Well, I think for just that reason--   (i.e.) To Jolt us out of our 
tendency not to care...  You See, sometimes God will show us the end of a 
road→  So that we won’t be tempted to get on it in the first place...   
& So, let me offer a two brief Antidotes... 

A.  1st   Be Activists for Jesus Christ:  You See, Jesus asks 
from us more→  Than offering general agreement with the facts of 
Christianity / Or Acquiescence toward the stand of the church--   Rather it’s 
to be (as one person puts it)→  A “Life of the Heart which Unsettles Poise & 
Insists on our Transformation”...  In Other Words: Do we allow the Holy 
Spirit to unsettle us?--   (you know)  If Our Eyes were to suddenly be opened→  
What would we see? / Do we use our wealth & influence for peace & 
justice? / Do we care about our brothers & sisters throughout the world?...  
James makes it very clear that Indifference & Indulgence are far more 
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grievous to God→ Than we typically imagine...  Oscar Romero (who was a 

religious leader in El Salvador in the 1970’s) speaks to this issue of wealth & 
indulgence:  But before I quote him, let me tell you that he was assassinated 
in 1980→  B/C he spoke out to protect the poor & oppressed in El 
Salvador→  When they were being severely oppressed by a militant 
government that was indiscriminately killing people through “Death 
Squads”...   & So, his words carry a little more substance to me...  He says 
this:  “The church’s social teaching tells everyone that the Christian 
religion→ Does not have a merely horizontal meaning / Or merely a spiritual 
meaning that overlooks the wretchedness that surrounds it. It is a looking at 
God→ And from God at one’s neighbor as a brother or sister / And an 
awareness that ’Whatever you did to one of these, you did to me’... It 
would be worthless to have economic liberation in which all the poor had 
their own house / their own money→  But were all sinners / Their hearts 
estranged from God--  What good would it be? There are nations at present 
that are economically and socially quite advanced→ And yet how much vice 
and excess!”... 

B.  #2  Be Content with Jesus:  God is not against Pleasure / or 
Entertainment / or Beautiful Things / or Saving your money responsibly...  
But all of these things are suppose to be understood→  In the context of 
being in “Submission” to God...   In other words, these “blessing” are 
meant--   To Supply us→  So that we can be in better position to respond to 
the needs of others / To be a Way to rejuvenate us→ So that we can serve 
more / & To be a Hint reminding us that God is very gracious to us...  It’s 
like the bumper-sticker that Mary pointed out to me--  “Live simply, that 
others may simply live”...   C.S. Lewis couches the idea of Contentment 
this way:  “The settled happiness and security which we all desire→ God 
withholds from us by the very nature of the world...  But joy, pleasure and 
merriment he has scattered broadcast.  We are never safe→ But we have 
plenty of fun / And some ecstasy.  It is not hard to see why:  The security we 
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crave would teach us to rest our hearts in this world→ And pose an obstacle 
to our return to God--  A few moments of happy love / A landscape / A 
symphony / A merry meeting with our friend /  Or a football match→ Have 
no such tendency.  Our Father refreshes us on the journey with some 
pleasant inns→ But will not encourage us to mistake them for home”. 

**& So, I close with Paul’s advice to Timothy (I Timothy 6:17-19):  

Command those who are rich in this present world not to be arrogant nor 
to put their hope in wealth, which is so uncertain, but to put their hope 
in God, who richly provides us with everything for our enjoyment. 
Command them to do good, to be rich in good deeds, and to be generous 
and willing to share. In this way they will lay up treasure for themselves 
as a firm foundation for the coming age, so that they may take hold of 
the life that is truly life. 


